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Fast Forward 
The Age of Imperialism 

 
Directions: Read the documents below and answer the questions to learn more about the Age of Imperialism. 

 
Many western countries built overseas empires in the late 1800s. This expansion, referred to as imperialism, is the 
domination by one country of the political, economic, or cultural life of another country or region. In the 1800s, 
Europeans embarked on a path of aggressive expansion called the “new imperialism.” There were several causes. The 
Industrial Revolution was one. Manufacturers wanted access to natural resources, as well as markets for their goods. 
Colonies also were an outlet for Europe’s growing population. Leaders claimed that colonies were needed for national 
security. Industrial nations seized overseas islands and harbors as bases to supply their ships. Nationalism played an 
important role, too. When one European country claimed an area, rival nations would move in and claim nearby areas. 
Europeans felt that ruling a global empire increased a nation’s prestige. Missionaries, doctors, and colonial officials 
believed that they had a duty to spread Western civilization. 
Behind the idea of the West’s civilizing mission was a growing sense of racial superiority. Many Westerners used Social 
Darwinism to justify their domination of non-Western societies. As a result, millions of non-Westerners were robbed of 
their cultural heritage. Europeans had the advantages of strong economies, well-organized governments, and powerful 
armies and navies. Superior technology, such as riverboats, the telegraph, and the Maxim machine gun enhanced 
European power. Africans and Asians tried to resist Western expansion. Some people fought the invaders. Others tried to 
strengthen their societies by reforming their traditions. Many organized nationalist movements to expel the imperialists. 
The leading imperial powers developed several systems to control colonies. The French practiced direct rule. They sent 
officials and soldiers from France to run the colony. Their goal was to impose French culture on the natives. The British, 
by contrast, often used indirect rule, governing through local rulers. In a protectorate, local rulers were left in place but 
were expected to follow the advice of European advisors on issues such as trade or missionary activity. In a sphere of 
influence, an outside power claimed exclusive investment or trading privileges, but did not rule the area. 
 

1. How did the Industrial Revolution motivate Imperialism? 
 
 
 

2. How did Nationalism motivate Imperialism? 
 
 
 
 
THE WHITE MAN’S BURDEN 
In February 1899, British novelist and poet Rudyard Kipling wrote a poem entitled “The 
White Man’s Burden: The United States and The Philippine Islands.” In this poem, Kipling 
urged the U.S. to take up the “burden” of empire, as had Britain and other European nations. 
Published in the February, 1899 issue of McClure’s Magazine, the poem coincided with the 
beginning of the Philippine-American War and U.S. Senate ratification of the treaty that placed 

Puerto Rico, Guam, Cuba, and the Philippines under 
American control. Theodore Roosevelt, soon to become 
vice-president and then president, copied the poem and 
sent it to his friend, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, 
commenting that it was “rather poor poetry, but good 
sense from the expansion point of view.” Not 
everyone was as favorably impressed as 
Roosevelt. The racialized notion of the “White 
Man’s burden” became a euphemism for 
imperialism, and many anti-imperialists couched their 
opposition in reaction to the phrase. 

“Take up the White Man’s burden— 
Send forth the best ye breed— 
Go send your sons to exile 
To serve your captives' need 
To wait in heavy harness 
On fluttered folk and wild— 
Your new-caught, sullen peoples, 
Half devil and half child” 



3. Describe what you think Kipling means by “the white man’s burden.” 
 
 
 
 

4. How would you characterize the tone of this poem towards Africans? 

 
 
 
 
BELIEF IN EUROPEAN SUPERIORITY 
Many Europeans believed that they were better than other peoples. The belief that one race is superior to others is called 
racism. The attitude was a reflection of Social Darwinism, a social theory of the time. In this theory, Charles Darwin’s 
ideas about evolution and “survival of the fittest” were applied, unscientifically, to human society. Those who were fittest 
for survival enjoyed wealth and success and were considered superior to others. According to the theory, non-Europeans 
were considered to be on a lower scale of cultural and physical development because they had not made the scientific and 
technological progress that Europeans had. Europeans believed that they had the right and the duty to bring the results of 
their progress to other countries. Cecil Rhodes, a successful businessman and a major supporter of British expansion, 
clearly stated this position: 
 

5. Considering your knowledge of Global History, why is this attitude toward non-Europeans not only racist 
but also based on falsehood? (Consider the underlined portion) 

 
 
 
 
 

PRIMARY SOURCE 
I contend that we [Britons] are the first race in the world, and the more of the world we 
inhabit, the better it is for the human race. . . . It is our duty to seize every opportunity of 
acquiring more territory and we should keep this one idea steadily before our eyes that 
more territory simply means more of the Anglo-Saxon race, more of the best, the most 
human, most honourable race the world possesses. 

—CECIL RHODES, Confession of Faith, 1877 
 
The push for expansion also came from missionaries who worked to convert the peoples of 
Asia, Africa, and the Pacific Islands to Christianity. Many missionaries believed that 

European rule was the best way to end evil practices such as the slave trade. They also wanted to “civilize,” that is, to 
“Westernize,” the peoples of the foreign land.  
 

6. How do you feel when reading the quote by Rhodes? What impact did this attitude have on Imperialism? 
 
 
 
 
 

7. What is very hypocritical about the hopes of Christian missionaries in regard to slavery? 
 
 
 
 
ORIENTALISM 
Orientalism is a term that is used by art historians, literary and cultural studies scholars for the imitation or depiction of 
aspects in Middle Eastern, South Asian, African and East Asian cultures (so-called “Eastern” cultures). These depictions 
are usually done by writers, designers and artists from the West.  



 
Since the publication of Edward Said's famous book Orientalism in 1978, 
however, much academic discussion has used the term "Orientalism" in 
reference to a patronizing Western attitude towards Middle Eastern, Asian and 
North African societies that sets the European academic study of the “East” as 
superior to and more accurate the the knowledge of those from within these 
cultures themselves. According to Said, the West essentializes these societies, 
presenting them as static (unchanging) and undeveloped—thereby fabricating a 
view of Oriental culture that can be studied, depicted, and reproduced (Think 
of how the Middle East is depicted in the cartoon movie Aladdin). Implicit in 
this fabrication, writes Said, is the idea that Western society is developed, 
rational, flexible, and superior. 
 

8. What did the term Orientalism mean according to Edward Said? 
 
 
 
 
“Every single empire in its official discourse has said that it is not like all the others, that 
its circumstances are special, that it has a mission to enlighten, civilize, bring order and 
democracy, and that it uses force only as a last resort. And, sadder still, there always is a 
chorus of willing intellectuals to say calming words about benign or altruistic empires, as 
if one shouldn't trust the evidence of one's eyes watching the destruction and the misery 
and death brought by the latest [civilizing mission].”  
― Edward W. Said, Orientalism 
 

9. Do you think that Europeans at the time felt that the imperialism engaged in by 
their countries was justified, or even beneficial, or do you think these arguments 
were only used as a thin excuse? 

 
 
 
 
 

10. Do you think any countries today are guilty of similar justifications for Imperialism? 
 
 
 
 

 
EUROPEAN CLAIMS IN AFRICA 
Prior to the 1880s, Europeans controlled some parts of the African coast. In the 1880s, driven 
by their new economic, political, and cultural motives, Europeans began to compete for 
additional territory in Africa. In Africa Europeans faced a huge continent with rugged terrain 
that could make travel and control difficult. In the 1880s, however, several European scientific 
advances came together to make traveling in and controlling Africa easier. With the discovery 
of the drug quinine, Europeans protected themselves against one of the biggest threats, 
malaria. With the development of the first automatic machine gun, they created a strong 
military advantage, one that enabled them to defeat and subdue African peoples who had no 

CASE STUDIES 
Since we cannot go into detail on all the regions impacted by Imperialism and the mentality that accompanied 

it, rather than simply summarizing everything, we will look at three different regions and highlight some 
examples to show how Imperialism and racism took their toll, focusing on parts of Africa, India, and Ireland. 
	



modern weapons. Finally, with the development of telegraphs, railroads, and steamships, Europeans overcame many of 
the problems of communication and travel. 
 

11. What scientific developments in Europe made it possible to Imperialize Africa more than in the past? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
European nations continued to compete aggressively for territories in Africa. To create order and prevent conflict between 
European nations, European leaders met in Berlin, Germany, in 1884–1885 to divide African territory. Leaders at the 
Berlin Conference agreed that when a European nation claimed a new African territory, it had to notify other European 
nations and prove that it could control the territory. As they divided Africa, European leaders paid no attention to 
Africans’ traditional ethnic boundaries. This disregard for the African peoples land would later cause conflict. 
 

12. What was the purpose and impact of the Berlin Conference? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Belgian Congo Unlike most of Africa, the Congo Free State in Central Africa was not ruled by a European country. 
Instead, the king of Belgium, Leopold II, claimed the territory for himself. Leopold created a personal fortune by 
exploiting the Congo’s natural resources. In the 1890s and early 1900s in Europe and the United States, the demand for 
rubber increased as the need for bicycle and automobile tires increased. To meet this demand, Leopold forced his 
Congolese subjects to extract rubber from the region’s rubber trees. Millions of workers died from overwork and disease. 



Eventually an international outcry over Leopold’s brutal tactics caused the 
Belgian government to take control of the Congo in 1908. 
 

13. What was so brutal about Leopold’s actions in the Congo? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE BRITISH TAKE 
MUGHAL INDIA 
Mughal rulers governed a powerful Muslim empire in India. The British 
East India Company had trading rights on the fringes of the Mughal 
empire. The main goal of the East India Company was to make money. As 
Mughal power declined, the East India Company extended its power. By 
the mid-1800s, it controlled three-fifths of India. The British were able to 
conquer India by exploiting its diversity, and by encouraging competition 
and disunity among rival princes. When necessary, the British also used 
force. However, British officials worked to end slavery and the caste 
system. They banned sati, a custom that called for a widow to throw herself 
on her husband’s funeral fire. In the 1850s, the East India Company made 

several unpopular moves. The most serious brought about the Sepoy Rebellion. Indian soldiers, or sepoys, were told to 
bite off the tips of their rifle cartridges. This order caused a rebellion because the cartridges were greased with animal fat, 
violating local religious beliefs. The British crushed the revolt, killing thousands of unarmed Indians. The rebellion left a 
legacy of mistrust on both sides. 
After the rebellion, Parliament ended the rule of the East India 
Company. Instead, a British viceroy governed India in the name of the 
monarch. In this way, all of Britain could benefit from trade with India 
as Britain incorporated India into the overall British economy. 
However, it remained an unequal partnership, favoring the British. 
Although the British built railroads and telegraph lines, they destroyed 
India’s hand-weaving industry. Encouraging Indian farmers to grow 
cash crops led to massive deforestation and famines. 
Some educated Indians urged India to follow a Western model of 
progress. Others felt they should keep to their own Hindu or Muslim 
cultures. In the early 1800s, Ram Mohun Roy combined both views. 
Roy condemned rigid caste distinctions, child marriage, sati, and 
purdah, or the isolation of women in separate quarters. He also set up educational societies to help revive pride in Indian 
culture. Most British disdained Indian culture and felt that Western-educated Indians would support British rule. Instead, 
Indians dreamed of ending British control. In 1885, Indian nationalists formed the Indian National Congress and began 
pressing for self-rule. 
 

14. How were the British able to conquer India? 
 
 
 
 
 

15. What arguments could be made to say that British colonial rule benefitted India? 
 
 
 
 
 



16. What arguments could be made to say that British colonial rule harmed India? 
 
 
 
 
 
SCIENTIFIC RACISM AND THE IRISH 
Scientific racism is the use of scientific techniques and hypotheses 
to support or justify the belief in racism, racial inferiority, or racial 
superiority, or alternatively the practice of classifying individuals 
of different phenotypes into discrete races. As a category of theory, 
scientific racism employs anthropology (notably physical 
anthropology), anthropometry, craniometry, and other disciplines, 
in proposing anthropologic typologies supporting the classification 
of human populations into physically distinct human races, that 
might be asserted to be superior or inferior. Scientific racism was 
common during the New Imperialism period (c. 1880s – 1914) 
where it was used in justifying White European imperialism, and it 
culminated in the period from 1920 to the end of World War II. 
 

17. What makes Scientific Racism supposedly scientific (even though they totally are not)? 
 
 
 
 
 

18. What is being inferred in the image above? How do you know? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In much of the pseudo-scientific literature of the day the Irish were held to be 
inferior, an example of a lower evolutionary form, closer to the apes than their 
"superiors", the Anglo-Saxons . Cartoons portrayed the Irish as having bestial, 
ape-like or demonic features and the Irishman, (especially the political radical) 
was invariably given a long or prognathous jaw, the sign, it was believed, of a 
lower evolutionary order, degeneracy, or criminality. 
 
I am haunted by the human chimpanzees I saw [in Ireland] . . . I don't believe they 
are our fault. . . . But to see white chimpanzees is dreadful; if they were black, one 
would not feel it so much. . . ."  
Source: Charles Kingsley, English historian, professor, and Anglican priest, in a 
letter to his wife 

 
19. What do you notice about this depiction of Irish people? What features are being exaggerated and why? 

 
 
 
 
 

20. Why do you think the British were motivated to portray the Irish as racially inferior and non-white? 
 
 


